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Maximum Size Specification: Width 1920 X Height 1080 Filesize 1MB
MONTH

SET SUBJECTS 2017
LETTERS & NUMBERS – Any written material,

JANUARY

signage, advertising etc. letters, numbers or both
that add to the story telling of the image or
composition.

+ OPEN

FEBRUARY

FOOD & DRINK

+ NATURE – Link to our website definition
http://forsterdigitalphoto.com/help.php

MARCH

COLOUR RED

+ OPEN

STILL LIFE - for the depiction of inanimate subject
APRIL

matter, typically a small group of objects. It is the
application of photography to the still life artistic
style.

+ OPEN
+ ALTERED REALITY/CREATIVE
An image created in the author’s imagination
beyond what is seen through the camera’s
lens. This includes set up scenes, zoomed
photographs, double exposures, etc. as well
as images manipulated in various computer
software programmes. The final result must
be all the photographer’s own work,
including the original image.

MAY

MARKETS, FAIRS, AG. SHOWS ETC.

JUNE

SHADOWS, REFLECTIONS & SILHOUETTES

+ OPEN

MACRO – A small subject/object taken at close

+ OPEN

JULY

range to reveal details and textures not normally
observed.

+ MONOCHROME - A black and white work
STREET PHOTOGRAPHY - subjects in candid
AUGUST

situations within public places. Street photographs
are mirror images of society, displaying
“unmanipulated” scenes, with usually unaware
subjects. It does not necessitate the presence of a
street.

LIFE IS A BEACH – Any life form (from seaweed to
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

fitting from the very dark grey (black) to the
very clear grey (white) is a monochrome work
with the various shades of grey. A black and
white toned entirely in a single colour will
remain a monochrome work able to stand in
the black and white category. On the other
hand a black and white work modified by a
partial toning or by the addition of one colour
becomes a colour work (polychrome) to
stand in the colour category.

+ OPEN

seagulls to people) on a beach

SEEN FROM ABOVE – Look down

+ OPEN

ENVIRONMENTAL PORTRAIT – image of the
NOVEMBER

person in their usual environment and typically
illuminates life and surroundings eg., workplace.

+ OPEN

